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Eco-Friendly Sculpture Garden

SPONSORED BY ZUVA GALLERY
The eco-friendliness Fifth Annual Arizona Fine Art EXPO, a
production of Thunderbird Artists, has become evident that they have
gone green. Not only are the garden attractions eco-friendly but so
are many of the sculptures. The Zuva Gallery is sponsoring the twoacre sculpture garden bringing in 25 elegant natural stone sculptures
from Africa. The garden attractions are sponsored by Pathways
Nursery, such as; Koi pond and water fall, hummingbird and butterfly
garden, ancient wall with 200 year old Palace of India doors, roses,
birds and more! Pathways Nursery brought in and planted 40
different species of Cacti totaling more than 95. See handsome
bridges throughout all sponsored by the Arizona Bridge Company.
The Arizona Fine Art EXPO has become one of the valleys most popular and finest 10-week destination
places that began January 15th and runs everyday through March 29th, 2009 in Scottsdale, Arizona.
Artists brought in numerous ecological works of art positioned throughout the 2-acres. Patrons adore
the peacefulness of strolling throughout the courtyard paths and bridges filled with sculptures of all
sizes, even life-sized and monumental. The artists incorporate unique stones, shimmering copper from
the mines, powerful strong metals and found objects. Also displayed are charming clays, glistening
glass, eloquent bronzes and mixed media sculptures. Patrons love the many serene, whispering sounds
of water fountains that grace the pathways, adding that special ambiance that patrons have become
accustomd to at Thunderbird Artists’ events.
The Arizona Fine Art EXPO has lots of informative and instructional tips for gardeners. Learn about
the construction of ponds, caring for Koi fish from a consultant, selecting the right cacti, watching for
disease and caring for cacti by a specialist, successfully designing and building a waterfall, the right
plants to attract hummingbirds and butterflies to gardens and caring for hummingbirds from the experts
themselves.
Attendees can sign up for art classes like batiking, painting, porcelain flower
making and Japanese gold & silver leafing all offered by participating artists.
Check out our website for dates and times of art classes, garden
demonstrations, hummingbird, butterfly and desert life teaching sessions,
interactions and more at www.ArizonaFineArtEXPO.com.
Judi Combs, CEO of the Arizona Fine Art EXPO states “Whether it’s
watching the gleaming sparks of hot metals in action, the drama of chiseling
raw stones or peacefulness of spreading paint from brush to bare canvas, this is
certainly to be an experience to be forever remembered.”
About the Arizona Fine Art EXPO
The Arizona Fine Art EXPO showcases 100 award-winning, nationally acclaimed artists applying their artistic talents in
studios and outdoor working cabanas, giving patrons unprecedented access to some of the world’s most gifted designers,
painters, welders, jewelers, sketch artists and sculptors. Enhancing the Arizona Fine Art EXPO is the quaint Café de
EXPO where patrons can enjoy sitting indoors (surrounded by working artists)
or outdoors (surrounded by sculptures, wonderful joys of water features, birds,
butterflies and more). The EXPO is held at 26540 N. Scottsdale Road,
Scottsdale, Arizona (85255). The show sits at the southwest corner of Jomax
and Scottsdale Roads. The event begins at 10am and goes until 6pm everyday
for 74 continuous days. The one time cost for a season pass is $8, $7 for
seniors and military and children under 12 are free. Return as often as desired
at no additional cost. Parking is free. For more information call 480-8375637 or go to our website www.ArizonaFineArtEXPO.com.

